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Speaker Profiles: Gidon Broide

With more than 20 years of experience in audit, tax and consulting, Gidon 

Broide advises families, trusts, individuals and corporations, as well as local 

and foreign professional advisors and trustees. He believes in knowing his 

clients well and understanding their concerns. Gidon is highly experienced on 

taxation of trusts in Israel. He is a qualified CPA in both Israel and the U.S. and 

a member of STEP (Society of Trust and Estate Professionals).

The Broide & Co. team are experienced Israeli tax professionals and advisors 

who specialize in international tax issues using our Israeli tax experience and 

the knowledge and experience of working with our Anglo-based clients and 

their foreign professionals (U.S., Great Britain, Canada, Australia, and South 

Africa). Our approach is a practical one, attempting to find simple solutions and 

structures to avoid complex problems.



Speaker Profiles: Mark H. Hess

Mark Hess is a tax partner at Fox Rothschild LLP, specializing in 

employee benefits and executive compensation. He is a licensed 

attorney both in Israel and in California. Mark and his family made aliyah

from Los Angeles in 2002; since that time he has divided his time 

between the United States and Israel. Mark is one of the co-chairs of Fox 

Rothschild’s Israel Practice Group. In addition to his U.S.-based practice, 

Mark advises and assists Israeli individuals and companies wishing to do 

business in the United States, American individuals and companies 

wishing to do business in Israel, and American families either considering 

or making aliyah.
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Debra Hirsch is a partner at Fox Rothschild LLP, specializing in 

sophisticated U.S. estate and tax planning and estate administration. 

She is an attorney licensed in both New York and New Jersey. In 

addition, for the past six years, Debra has developed a niche area 

assisting many clients with legal issues involving both the U.S. and 

Israel. For example, she has worked with U.S. residents who own a 

second home in Israel, Israeli residents (both dual U.S./Israeli citizens 

and Israeli citizens who are not U.S. persons) who have U.S. assets, and 

Israeli beneficiaries of U.S. estates, among other matters. With strong 

personal affinity for Israel, Debra has been excited to grow this area of 

her practice and she enjoys working on matters that frequently challenge 

her to learn new concepts.
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Ben Maimon is the founder and CEO of MaimonWealth. Ben began his career 

as a CPA and consultant at Deloitte, where he developed a broad range of 

advisory and valuation skills. He then spent the next 12 years analyzing 

securities and managing portfolios at leading equity managers in New York. 

Since moving to Israel in 2005, Ben has led the international investment effort 

at Analyst IMS, and served in the senior management of Clarity Capital PWM. 

He has worked extensively to help Americans and other expats address their 

often-complex financial circumstances. Ben is a licensed Portfolio Manager, 

with a BS in Accounting from Yeshiva University, and an MBA in International 

Finance from New York University.
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Inna is a Partner in International Tax at BPM. She focuses her practice on 

international and domestic tax planning, compliance, and controversy work. Her 

clients range from international groups of companies with global operations to 

multinational families and global family offices. She specializes in cross-border 

transactions, choice of entity planning, executive compensation, employee 

relocation, and residency planning. Inna works with clients in several industries 

including internet, software, telecommunications, alternative investments, 

financial services, venture funds, and real estate.

Inna frequently advises clients on complex tax structures involving domestic and 

foreign companies, trusts and charitable foundations. She also regularly consults 

onnoncompliant offshore structures and voluntary disclosure issues. She helps 

conduct forensic analysis of offshore income and negotiate the reduction of 

penalties with the IRS for foreign bank account reporting.

Inna Merzheritsky holds an active CPA license in California.
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US & Israel Cross-Border 

and Investment Planning



Facing New Challenges

Moving between the US and Israel can add significant complexity to your financial plan.

Traditional Plan New Considerations

▪ Asset allocation ▪ Banking practices and regulation

▪ Liquidity and cashflow planning ▪ Coordination of tax and estate planning matters

▪ Retirement and legacy planning ▪ Multi-currency needs and risk management

▪ Tax and Estate planning ▪ New investment considerations

▪ Life, health and long-term care insurance ▪ Suitability of investment and savings products

▪ Cultural differences

▪ Advisor accessibility

▪ Greater uncertainty and stress



Devising a Comprehensive Investment Plan

▪ To reflect your financial circumstances, risk tolerance, and objectives

▪ Each element should be evaluated within the context of the 

comprehensive plan

▪ Overall asset allocation

▪ Sub-allocations

▪ Currency Exposures

▪ Tax and Legal Considerations



Choosing a Trusted Advisor – A Quarterback for your plan

❖ Independent - Act in Your Best Interest

❖ Comprehensive View of Your Wealth, Values and Objectives

❖ Accessible, Knowledgeable and Immersed in Relevant Issues



Additional Considerations

▪ Tax, trust, and estate planning

▪ Israel’s new Enduring POA

▪ Passive Foreign Investment Companies

▪ Israeli IRAs, retirement, and insurance products.

▪ US defined benefit and self-directed retirement plans

▪ Registration of accounts and planning for transfer

▪ Non-US Person exposure to US Estate Taxes

▪ Evaluation of alternative investments



Important Elements of Your Investment Plan

Your plan should be based on 

transparent strategies that can be 

coordinated with your broader life 

and financial planning.

Underlying Elements:

• Verifiable and defensible investment approach

• Independent and cost effective implementation

• Tax aware

• Coordinated with tax and legal counsel

• Supported with behavioral coaching

• Provide peace of mind
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There’s a World of Opportunity in Equities

Percent of world market capitalization as of December 31, 2017

Bloomberg Barclays data provided by Bloomberg. Market cap data is free-float adjusted and meets minimum liquidity and listing requirements. Many nations not displayed. Totals may not equal 100%
due to rounding. For educational purposes; should not be used as investment advice. China market capitalization excludes A-shares, which are generally only available to mainland China investors.



To be considered a 

dimension of expected return,  

a premium must be:

Dimensions point to systematic differences in expected returns
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Company Size 
Small cap premium—small vs. large companies

Market 
Equity premium—stocks vs. bonds

Relative Price1

Value premium—value vs. growth companies

Profitability2

Profitability premium—high vs. low profitability companies

Dimensions of Expected Returns

Expected returns are driven by prices investors pay and 

cash flows they expect to receive

• Sensible

• Persistent

• Pervasive

• Robust

• Cost-effective

1. Relative price as measured by the price-to-book ratio; value stocks are those with lower price-to-book ratios.
2. Profitability is a measure of current profitability, based on information from individual companies’ income statements.
Diversification does not eliminate the risk of market loss.



Who Can Benefit Most From a Comprehensive Approach?

Those who believe that their current DIY or advised investment solutions are not addressing the new 

realities of their lives:

• US Individual and families in Israel or planning for Aliyah

• Especially someone who is retiring or entering another new stage of life or circumstance

• Israeli going on or returning from relocation to the States

• Patriarchs/Matriarchs who would like begin to transfer wealth to succeeding generations that live in Israel

• Israeli/US person who comes into funds from an inheritance, an exit or the sale of a business

• Non-US person who would like to hold a portfolio in the States without exposure to US Estate Taxes



Maimon Wealth Management Ltd. ("MWM") is a registered portfolio management company in Israel and a 

Registered Investment Advisor ("RIA") with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”). 

Advisory services are only offered to clients or prospective clients where MWM and its representatives are 

properly licensed or exempt from licensure.

The information provided is for educational and informational purposes only and does not constitute 

investment advice and it should not be relied on as such. It should not be considered a solicitation to buy or 

an offer to sell a security. It does not take into account any investor's particular investment objectives, 
strategies, tax status or investment horizon. You should consult your attorney or tax advisor.

The views expressed in this commentary are subject to change based on market and other conditions. 

These documents may contain certain statements that may be deemed forward‐looking statements. Please 

note that any such statements are not guarantees of any future performance and actual results or 

developments may differ materially from those projected. Any projections, market outlooks, or estimates are 
based upon certain assumptions and should not be construed as indicative of actual events that will occur.

Past performance shown is not indicative of future results, which could differ substantially.

No investment strategy or risk management technique can guarantee returns or eliminate risk in any 

market environment. All investments include a risk of loss that clients should be prepared to bear. Asset 

Allocation may be used in an effort to manage risk and enhance returns. It does not, however, guarantee a 

profit or protect against loss. Diversification does not ensure a profit or guarantee against loss. The 
principal risks of MWM strategies are disclosed in the publicly available Form ADV Part 2A.

Disclaimer
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U.S. and Israeli Tax Rules

• The U.S. taxes its citizens and resident aliens (non-citizens) on 
their world-wide income; nonresident aliens are taxed on their 
income from U.S. sources

• Israel taxes its residents on their world-wide income; nonresidents 
are taxed on their income from Israeli sources

• Potential for double taxation:
– A U.S. citizen becomes an Israeli resident

– A U.S. citizen has Israeli sourced income or an Israeli resident has U.S. 
sourced income



Residency Rules – U.S.

• You are a U.S. resident for any year in which you satisfy the 

Green Card Test or the Substantial Presence Test

– Green Card Test – You are a U.S. resident if you were a lawful permanent 

resident of the U.S. (holder of a “green card”) at any time during the 

calendar year

– Substantial Presence Test – You are a U.S. resident if you were physically 

present in the U.S. on at least:

• 31 days during the current calendar year, and

• A total of 183 days during the current year and the 2 preceding years, counting 1/3 of 

the days in the first preceding year and 1/6 of the days in the second preceding year



Residency Rules – Israel 

• You are an Israeli resident for any year in which the “center of 

your life” is in Israel

– It is presumed that if you spent at least 183 days in Israel during a tax 

year that you are an Israeli resident for that tax year

– It is presumed that if you spent at least 30 days in Israel during the 

current tax year and at least 425 days during the current and two 

preceding tax years that you are an Israeli resident for the current tax 

year

– The above presumptions are rebuttable



Residency Status

• U.S.-Israel Tax Treaty Tiebreaker Rules:

– Where individual’s permanent home is maintained

– Where individual’s center of vital interests is located (country where 

personal and economic relations are the closest)

– Where individual has a habitual abode

– Where individual is a citizen

– Mutual agreement of the countries 



Source of Income

• U.S.-Israel Tax Treaty Sourcing Rules:

– Dividends paid by a company incorporated in a country are treated as sourced in that 

country

– Interest paid by a resident of a country is treated as sourced in that country

– Royalties paid for the use of intellectual property within a country is treated as sourced in 

that country

– Income from real estate is treated as sourced in the country in which the real estate is 

located

– Income from personal services is sourced in the country in which the services are rendered

– Income from social security payments is sourced in the country which makes the payments

– Income from private pensions is sourced in the country in which the payee resides



Foreign Earned Income Exclusion

• Citizens and resident aliens living and working outside the U.S.may elect on IRS Form 2555 

to reduce their taxable income by up to $104,100 (indexed for inflation) if (a) they have 

foreign earned income (income earned for services performed in a foreign country), (b) their 

tax home is outside the U.S. and (c) they meet either the bona fide resident test or the 

physical presence test:

– Tax Home: the general area of taxpayer’s main place of business, employment, or post of duty, 

regardless of where the family home is maintained; the place where the taxpayer is permanently or 

indefinitely engaged to work as an employee or self-employed individual

– Bona Fide Resident Test: taxpayer needs to be a bona fide resident of a foreign country for an 

uninterrupted period that includes an entire tax year

– Physical Presence Test:  taxpayer must be physically present in a foreign country (or countries) for at 

least 330 full days in any 12-month period that begins or ends in the tax year in question



Foreign Earned Income Exclusion

• The amount of exclusion that a taxpayer is entitled to is equal to the lesser of foreign earned 

income for the year or the maximum exclusion ($104,100 in 2018), divided by the total 

number of days (365 or 366) in the year times the number of days during which the 

taxpayer’s tax home was in the foreign country and the taxpayer met the bona fide resident 

or physical presence test

• A husband and wife that qualify may each have a separate foreign earned income exclusion

• An additional exclusion may be available if the employer pays for or provides housing 

benefits to the taxpayer

• Employee can’t take advantage of both the foreign earned income exclusion and the foreign 

tax credit with respect to the same income



Foreign Tax Credit

• Taxpayer can take a credit on his or her U.S. return for income 

taxes paid to a foreign country; the credit reduces the taxpayer’s 

income tax liability. Taxpayer cannot use the foreign tax credit 

with respect to taxes paid on foreign income which was already 

excluded from U.S. tax through the foreign earned income 

exclusion

• The foreign income tax subject to the credit is the amount of 

legal and actual tax liability taxpayer pays or accrues during the 

year



Israel Tax Holiday for New Olim

• There is a 10-year exemption from paying tax on foreign-sourced 

income (income derived outside of Israel)

A. Passive Income – dividends, interest, rents, royalties and pensions generated 

by assets held overseas

B. Capital Gains – income from sale of assets held abroad, even if acquired after 

becoming an Israeli resident;

C. Business Income – income generated by business assets held overseas

D. Vocational & Labor Income – salaries and income from business or occupation 

acquired or started before or after becoming an Israeli resident



Israel Tax Holiday for New Olim

• There is a 10-year exemption from reporting foreign-sourced 

income subject to the tax exemption

• There is a 10-year exemption from treating a company established 

by a new oleh as an Israeli resident company

• There is an option for a new oleh to be considered a foreign 

resident for the first year after making Aliyah – to qualify, the oleh

must submit a request within 90 days from the date of arrival in 

Israel



Report of Foreign Bank and Financial 
Accounts (FBAR)

• If a U.S. citizen or resident alien has a financial interest in or signature 
authority over foreign financial accounts whose aggregate value exceeded 
$10,000 at any time during the year, he or she must report this on IRS Form 
114 – failure to file can result in draconian penalties (up to 50% of the account 
in some cases)

– Foreign financial accounts include bank accounts, brokerage accounts, mutual funds, 
trusts or other types of foreign financial accounts

– Due date is April 15 to report on the prior year, with a maximum 6-month extension to 
October 15

– Offshore voluntary disclosure program offers people with unreported taxable income from 
offshore financial accounts an opportunity to fulfill their tax and information reporting 
obligations



Repatriation Tax

• If a controlled foreign corporation (a foreign corporation owned 

at least 50% by U.S. shareholders) has, as of the end of 2017, 

untaxed earnings and profits from the years 1987 through 2017, 

those earnings and profits will be taxed in 2018

• The tax is 15.5% on cash and 8% on illiquid assets. Payments 

can be made over 8 years. First payment is due on June 15, 

2019



Expatriation – Exit Tax

• A citizen is considered an expatriate on the earliest of:

– the date the individual renounces his or her U.S. nationality before a 

diplomatic or consular officer of the United States; 

– the date the individual furnishes to the U.S. Department of State a signed 

statement of voluntary relinquishment of U.S. nationality;

– the date the U.S. Department of State issues to the individual a certificate of 

loss of nationality; or

– the date a U.S. court cancels a naturalized citizen’s certificate of 

naturalization.



Expatriation – Exit Tax 

• You are a “covered expatriate” if any of the following apply:

– Your average annual net income tax for the 5 years ending before the 

date of expatriation during 2018 is more than $165,000 (adjusted for 

inflation for future calendar years)

– Your net worth is $2 million or more on the date of your expatriation

– You fail to certify on Form 8854 that you have complied with all U.S. 

federal tax obligations for the 5 years preceding the date of your 

expatriation (a $10,000 penalty may be imposed on a failure to file Form 

8854 or on providing incorrect or incomplete information on that form)



Expatriation – Mark to Market

• All property of a covered expatriate is deemed sold for its fair 

market value on the day before the expatriation date.  

• Any gain or loss arising from the deemed sale is taken into 

account for the tax year of the deemed sale

• The amount that would otherwise be includible in gross income 

by reason of the deemed sale rule is reduced for 2018 (but not 

to below zero) by $713,000, which amount is adjusted for 

inflation for future calendar years (the “exclusion amount”)



Summary

• If contemplating aliyah, try to avoid becoming an Israeli resident until making aliyah, and 

consider the option to defer resident status for an additional year after making aliyah

• After making aliyah, make sure that you:

– Figure out where you are a resident

– Figure out the sources of your income

– Figure out if you are eligible for the foreign earned income exclusion and/or the foreign tax credit; if both, decide 

which is preferable

– File FBAR if required

– Take advantage of the Israel Tax Holiday if applicable

– Consider expatriation if you want to avoid U.S. tax in the future (other than on U.S. sourced income)



U.S.-Israel Tax Treaty
Mechanism and Implementation

Gidon Broide, CPA      

gidon@broide.com

mailto:gidon@broide.com


Treaty 

Mechanism –

Dual Reporters

• US Citizens (and some Green Card holders) living in 

Israel are generally obligated to file both Israeli and US 

tax returns.

• They are subject to taxes on their worldwide income. 

• Israeli residents may claim a foreign tax credit on their 

US return for taxes paid in Israel (certain limitations 

apply).

• Israeli residents may claim a foreign tax credit in Israel 

for  taxes paid in the US (certain limitations apply).

• The end result should be a tax liability equal to  the 

highest tax rate (Israel/US) for each type of income, 

and generally no double taxation of income.



Basic Treaty Mechanism

WHO (ISRAEL/US) 
TAXES THE INCOME 
FIRST – RIGHT TO 

“FIRST BITE”

UTILIZING 
DEDUCTIONS

UTILIZING FOREIGN 
TAX CREDIT

PLANNING TO 
AVOID PARTIAL 

DOUBLE TAXATION

TAX RATES 
APPLICABLE FOR 
EACH COUNTRY



The Numbers – Comparing Tax Rates (2019)



Israeli Taxes on US Income



The Right to First Bite 
(Article 26(2) of Treaty)

▪ Real Estate Rental Income – Location of the property

▪ Dividends, Interest, Royalties – Where earned

▪ Capital Gains – Country of residence

▪ Capital Gains from sale of real estate – Location of the property

▪ Business Income – Country of residence unless work performed in the other 

country in which the taxpayer has a permanent establishment or even 

where no permanent establishment.

▪ Salary/Employment income – Where earned, unless the taxpayer spends 183 

days or more in the other country during the tax year (Section 16)



Deductions

Israel Tax Authority will generally allow actual expenses and unlike the IRS will not 
cap them.

The US standard deduction can’t be used as a deduction for Israeli tax purposes.

Charitable contributions are used as tax credit (35%) and not as deductions. 

When using the standard deduction in the US, ask your professional to provide a 
Schedule A of itemized deductions (may be used on your Israeli return).

Some US unallowable deductions are allowed in Israel – interest expenses, 
Investment management fees, legal, accounting and tax preparation fees



Foreign Tax Credits

Israel will allow - in most cases - a $ to $ tax credit for US taxes paid on income taxed by the US in accordance with 
the Treaty. Tax credit will be limited to the tax rate applicable in Israel.

Foreign tax credits, not utilized during the current year can be carried forward for five years.

For foreign tax credit purposes, US taxes should be allocated to the various types of income – specific allocation or 
average are generally accepted.

US State taxes may be used as a foreign tax credit.

The ITA will not permit a tax credit for the additional Medicare surcharge.



There is NO 

Social Security 

Treaty

❑ Israel has no Social Security treaty with 

the U.S.

❑ Social Security benefits are exempt 

from income tax based on the income 

tax treaty.

❑ Payments to Social Security are usually 

not deductible.

❑ Other U.S. income such as real-estate 

income may be subject to both Social 

security and Israeli National Insurance 
(unless taxed at 15% route).

❑ Self Employment Tax (15%) is not 

deductible and may not be applied as 

a foreign tax credit – This requires 

tax planning to avoid double taxation



10 Year “Tax 

Holiday” 

Overview

10 year “tax holiday” is available 
to new immigrants and to 

returning residents who lived at 
least 10 years outside of Israel.

Any income from assets held prior 
to immigrating to Israel is tax 
exempt and not reportable.

Remember: there are planning 
opportunities during the 10-
year period:

•Freedom to create, change, cancel 

•Serious planning before the end of the 
10-year period



Plan In Advance – Israeli Tax Considerations

US Business/Companies Income – Possible 10Y tax exemption

• Should not require actual work in Israel other than general/management

• Actual/significant business activity in the US, with full-scale US 
infrastructure.

• Consider separate agreements/entities when working in both US & Israel

US payroll – Full/partial exemption during 10Y “tax holiday”

• When actual work is performed outside of Israel

• Consider separate agreements/entities when working in both US & Israel



Israeli Tax Filing - Other Considerations

➢ U.S. Charitable Contributions – subject to certain 

limitations, can be reported – will generate a 35% tax 

credit. Does not apply to Trusts and Foundations.

➢ Don’t forget to consider social security/national 

insurance.

➢ Make sure your Israeli CPA/tax advisor as well as your 

US tax professional are aware of the specific issues 

related to Israel-US taxes.



Costly mistakes

• Not applying the first bite rules properly:

Example:

➢ Capital gains from sale of shares by an Israeli resident, were

reported for many years on her US 1040 and significant taxes

were paid in the US.

➢ The ITA audited her Israeli tax return and demanded that the

US capital gains be taxed in Israel at 25%.

➢ The IRS refused to amend some of the years, resulting

effectively in double taxation.

• Ignoring the 10-year “tax holiday”

• Forgetting when the 10-year “tax holiday” is about to end.

• Forgetting to register and report a trust with Israeli beneficiaries.



This presentation provides general

guidelines and does not provide

tax advice. Before making

decisions consult with a tax

professional for specific tax advice

Gidon Broide, CPA (Israel, U.S.), TEP

Email: gidon@broide.com

Tel: +972-25611323

Fax: +972-5669555

43a Emek Refaim St.

P.O. Box 8240

Jerusalem 9108102

www.broide.com
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Purchase of Home

• Ownership of home

– Should married couple take title in joint names, even if funds come 

from only one spouse?

– Non-spouse co-owners –they can own as tenants-in-common 

– Generally, difficult, if not impossible, for a trust to own Israeli real 

estate



Passage of Ownership of Home When 
Owner Dies

• Under Israeli law, if owned in name of both spouses, each spouse would be 

recorded as owning 50% of the home, and upon his/her death, his/her 50% 

share would transfer either by Will or intestacy rules

• If owned in name of only one spouse, or on death of surviving spouse, title 

passes in accordance with Will or, if no Will exists, under intestacy rules

• Intestacy rules for real estate:

– If surviving spouse and children, title passes 50% to spouse and 50% of children (i.e., 

spouse has 75% and children 25%) 

– If only children survive, and no Will, title passes to children



Wills

• If only U.S. Will exists, is it followed in Israel? 

• The complication begins if the person dies outside of Israel, then 

there are conflict of laws issues and the need for a Legal Opinion 

regarding foreign law – There is no way to plan around this unless 

you make sure to die in Israel…



Wills

• Persons with assets in both Israel and the U.S. should have a 

separate Israeli Will to deal with Israeli assets and a separate 

U.S. Will (or trust) to deal with assets in the U.S. 

• Although not required, it makes process easier and quicker in 

Israel



Wills

• What happens with other Israeli assets (such as bank account) on 

death of owner? 

• Who is in charge of disposing of assets? 

The Israeli courts usually do not appoint an Executor at all, and assume that 

one of the heirs will handle the disposition of assets. If the heirs specifically 

request an Executor, then one may (but not always) be appointed by the 

court. If it is a complicated estate and/or disputes among the heirs are 

expected, then an Executor is often appointed



Wills

• Guardianship of minor children is determined in Israel by the “Guardian 

General.” If the parent’s Will names a guardian, that is usually respected. 

Therefore, it is very important to appoint a guardian to act in the unlikely event 

that any of the children are minors at the time when neither parent is surviving

• Trusts for children should be considered, keeping in mind that Israel does not 

use trusts as commonly as in the U.S.

• There are many technical requirements, both in the U.S. and in Israel, which 

must be observed in order for a Will to be valid and enforceable. Accordingly, 

an experienced attorney in each country should be used to prepare the Wills, 

and preferably to coordinate with each other



U.S. Gift and Estate Tax Apply to 
“Worldwide” Assets of U.S. Citizen

• Gifts made by a U.S. citizen are subject to gift tax regardless of where located

• In 2019, the following exclusions, deductions and exemptions apply:

– Lifetime exemption of $11.4 million per person, indexed for inflation, through 2025; 

starting in 2026, the exemption is reduced to $5 million, indexed for inflation since 2011 

(expected to be about $6 million exemption by then) 

– Annual exclusion of $15,000 per gift recipient

– Annual exclusion of $155,000 for gifts to non-U.S. citizen spouses

– Unlimited marital deduction for gifts to U.S. citizen spouses

– Unlimited exclusion for payments of certain educational and medical expenses directly to 

the respective provider

– Gift splitting between spouses is permitted only if both spouses are U.S. citizens



U.S. Gift and Estate Tax Apply to 
“Worldwide” Assets of U.S. Citizen
• Estate tax is also applicable to any assets owned by a U.S. citizen at his/her death

– Remaining lifetime exemption is available against estate tax

– Portability of decedent’s unused exemption is only available to surviving spouse who is a U.S. 

citizen 

– Unlimited marital deduction for gifts to U.S. citizen spouses only; special trust can be used to 

obtain similar tax deferral until death of surviving non-U.S. citizen spouse

• Transfers in excess of these amounts result in gift/estate tax at the rate of 40%

• After a death, the U.S. provides an adjustment in tax basis to value of assets at date 

of death of owner, reducing potential capital gains. There is no step up in basis for 

purposes of Israeli taxes



General And Specific Powers of Attorney

• Should you give one to someone in Israel to deal with your assets (e.g. home) if you 

cannot be present? Yes – if you trust them

– Your agent/attorney-in-fact can make decisions for you at any time

– Alternatively, many people hire a property manager to deal with Israeli homes in their absence

– Also, many bills can be paid online now, and many things can be accomplished via email

– A power of attorney for a bank account is most acceptable when using the bank’s own form

– A power of attorney for a specific transaction (e.g., sale of a home) can be executed, to allow 

someone else to deal with transaction on your behalf. This power of attorney must state that it 

is irrevocable

– A power of attorney must specify if it is to continue to be effective after a person’s disability

– A power of attorney for registration of real estate in Israel may not be acceptable if it was 

executed more than 10 years before attempted use



General And Specific Powers of Attorney

• Who should have a copy?

• Revocable – except for one given for sale of property

• Who should you name as your agent?

• Effectiveness out-of-country



Enduring Powers of Attorney 
(Similar to “Durable” Power in U.S.)

• Traditionally, Israeli law only recognized:

– A General Power of Attorney – which enables the Principal to appoint 

someone to act on his/her behalf

– A specific Power of Attorney – which enables the Principal to appoint 

someone to act on his/her behalf with respect to a specific matter (such 

as purchase or sale of Real Estate) 



Enduring Powers of Attorney 
(Similar to “Durable” Power in U.S.)

• In 2016, the Knesset passed a law (which went into effect in 2017) allowing for a ייפוי כוח

–מתמשך   - an Enduring Power of Attorney, which:

– Does not expire, unless the Principal terminates it

– Either goes into effect upon the Principal becoming “unable to comprehend matters,” or can go into effect (for financial 

matters) immediately. For personal and medical matters, it only goes into effect when the Principal is “unable to 

comprehend matters”

– Allows the Principal to decide how “unable to comprehend matters” is determined, e.g., the Principal can say that 

he/she wants the opinion of 2 doctors, the opinion of a family member (but not the person being appointed as agent), 

etc.

– Allows the Principal to provide specific instructions, such as - keep me in my home as long as possible, or – put me in 

assisted living as soon as possible, etc.

• This Enduring Power of Attorney must be in the format created by the Administrator General

and can only be prepared and signed before a lawyer who was certified to create these 

Powers of Attorneys 



Thank You

Andrew Treitel, Adv. [wills and estates]

Ahad Ha’am 28

Palatin Building 3rd floor

Tel Aviv 6514107, Israel

U.S. tel. 917-724-2150

atreitel@gmail.com

Avi Unterman, Adv. [real estate]

Philadelphia – Jerusalem

unterlaw@zahav.net.il

215-459-7191



International Tax Planning
for Private Clients
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Planning Opportunities

Situations frequently requiring international tax planning:

• Pre-arrival to the US, e.g. moving here, getting a Green Card, becoming a citizen

• Departure from the US, e.g. moving out, giving up a Green Card, giving up 
citizenship

• Nonresidents with US activities, e.g. investing in US Stocks, bonds, and real 
estate, or with US family members 

• US citizens or residents with investments, business activities or homes outside 
the US

• US citizens or residents marrying non-citizen spouses

• US beneficiaries of foreign trusts or gifts and bequests from foreign family 
members
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International Tax Planning

▪ US Citizens and residents are taxed on worldwide income.  They pay gift and estate taxes on 
transfers of worldwide assets.

▪ Nonresidents are taxed only on US income.  They pay gift and estate tax only on transfers of 
US assets.

▪ Planning often manipulates either residency or whether there is US income or assets.
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US Income Tax Residency

There are three principal ways to become a US tax resident:

• Citizenship

• Green Card

• Substantial presence

If a person is a US tax resident and also a resident of a treaty country, a tie-
breaker test may apply
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Substantial Presence Test

The substantial presence test met if both:

▪ Present at least 31 days in the current year; and

▪ Present 183 days or more using the following formula:

▪ Exception: not present 183 days in current year and a closer connection to a foreign country
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US Residency Decision Tree
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Nonresidents Conducting Activities in the US

Nonresidents are taxed only on two types of income:  

US Source FDAP Income

• Includes dividends from US companies, interest paid by

US payers, rents, and royalties

• Gross withholding tax at a 30% or lower treaty rate

Effectively Connected Income

• Effectively connected income with a US trade or business

• Generally includes services rendered while in the US

• Generally excludes stock sales 

• Includes sales of US real estate

• Taxed at graduated rates with deductions

Nonresidents Conducting Activities in the US
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Pre-arrival Planning

Pre-arrival planning can include:

• Restructuring of foreign entities due to US foreign trust

and corporation rules to minimize tax and reporting

• Transactions to step-up the basis in assets

• Accelerating accrued income/gains and deferring recognition of   

losses/deductions

• Gifting of intangible assets and foreign situs tangible assets 

• Formation of dynasty trusts

• Deferred compensation 

• Option exercise and 83(b) election

Pre-arrival Planning
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Departure Planning

Departure planning can include:

• Planning the timing of asset sales

• Foreign pre-arrival planning

• Closer connection and tax home to enable dual status returns

• Using the treaty tie breaker to manage residency

• Planning to minimize the effects of expatriation rules

Departure Planning
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Nonresidents with US Activities

Planning can include:

• Managing tax residency 

• Minimizing US source FDAP income and ECI

• Managing withholding (FDAP, partnership, FIRPTA)

• Treaty planning for executive services

• Using foreign holding entities to block US situs for estate tax purposes

• Gift and estate planning for US-based children

Nonresidents with US Activities
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Residents with interest in foreign companies

▪ Controlled Foreign Corporation (CFC)
A foreign corporation is a CFC if on any day during its tax year, one or more “US shareholders” directly, 
indirectly, or constructively own more than:

1) 50% of the total combined voting power of all classes of the foreign corporation’s voting stock; or

2) 50% of the total value of the foreign corporation’s stock

▪ US Shareholder
A US shareholder is defined as a US person who owns, directly, indirectly or constructively 10% of the stock of a 
CFC either by vote or by value

▪ A US person includes a citizen or resident of the United States for US income tax purposes, a domestic partnership, a 
domestic corporation, and any estate or trust (other than a foreign estate or trust
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New CFC Regime under TCJA

▪ One time transition tax  on accumulated earnings through 12/31/2017

▪ GILTI Regime—started in 2018

▪ 10% US shareholders are taxed on their prorate share of CFC’s income in excess of 10% return on 
tangible property

▪ Complicated calculations to determine GILTI inclusion amount

▪ No 50% deduction or deemed foreign tax credit allowed for an individual taxpayer

▪ Can be significantly reduced with certain planning/elections
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Mitigating GILTI
Check-the-box Election

▪ Available to CFCs that are not per-se corporations

▪ Allows flow-through treatment of income/loss and foreign tax credits

▪ Eliminates Subpart F income / GILTI 

▪ Taxable for state tax purposes; no credit is available

▪ There may be tax on deemed liquidation 

▪ Advisable as a part of pre-arrival planning prior to a person becoming a US tax resident
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PFIC Rules

▪ The PFIC rules eliminate tax deferral through an interest charge on gains or distributions 
from a PFIC, unless an election is made for pass through or market to market treatment. 

▪ The PFIC rules have no minimum ownership requirement. 

▪ A foreign corporation is a PFIC if 75% of gross income is passive or 50% of assets are 
passive.

▪ If the CFC rules apply to a US shareholder, they take precedence over the PFIC rules.
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California Residency

▪ CA Resident is defined as:

▪ Every individual who is in California for other than a temporary or transitory 
purposes and

▪ Every individual who is domiciled in CA who is outside CA for a temporary or 
transitory purposes.

▪ 9-month presumption (rebuttable)

▪ Domicile refers to “one location that an individual is considered to have a 
permanent connection with, a place where the individual intends to 
remain and a place where one intends to return to, whenever is absent.”

▪ Residence is a place where a person is living at a certain point in time 
with some permanency.
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Penalties

Significant penalties exist for the failure to report many types of 

foreign transactions including, but not limited to:

• Gifts and bequests from foreign persons 

• Transfers to and from foreign trusts

• Ownership of foreign corporations and other entities

• Foreign bank and securities accounts

Avoiding Reporting Penalties
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Reporting Foreign Transactions

• Form 3520: Annual Return to Report Transactions with Foreign 

Trusts and Receipts of Certain Foreign Gifts

• Form 3520-A: Annual Information Return of Foreign Trust with a 

US Owner

• Form 5471: Information Return of US Persons with Respect to 

Certain Foreign Corporations

• Form 5472: Information Return of a 25% Foreign-Owned US 

Corporation

• Form 8865: Information Return of US Persons With Respect to 

Certain Foreign Partnerships

• Form 8858: Information Return of US Persons With Respect to 

Foreign Disregarded Entities

• FinCen Form 114: Report of Foreign Bank and Financial Accounts

Reporting Foreign  Transactions
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Income Tax Treatment of Foreign Trusts

• Israeli Income Tax Treatment of Foreign Trusts

– Prior law

• Until 2014, Israel generally exempted from its income tax any trust that had been 

created by a foreign (such as U.S.) person, even if there were Israeli resident 

beneficiaries.

• Similarly, Israel did not attempt to tax the Israeli resident beneficiaries on any trust 

distributions.

• Israeli resident beneficiaries did not have to report a cash distribution received 

from a foreign-settled trust. Although not taxable, the advice was to report the 

income as tax exempt.



Income Tax Treatment of Foreign Trusts 

• 2014 Law imposing income tax on trusts with all foreign settlors and 

with Israeli beneficiaries

– Under the law that became effective 8/1/2013, many of these previously tax-exempt 

trusts and/or their Israeli resident beneficiaries have become subject to significant 

Israeli income tax liabilities and reporting obligations beginning with the tax year 

starting 1/1/2014

– Trustees have a number of reporting obligations, as well as tax filing deadlines.  

There is an apparent lack of knowledge in the U.S. among professionals – trustees, 

attorneys, accountants – about these compliance requirements

– Tax is imposed only on the portion of trust income attributable to Israeli residents



Income Tax Treatment of Foreign Trusts

• As practical matter, in most cases, U.S. trusts that report and 

pay taxes in the U.S. will likely have little or no additional Israeli 

tax liability, but still need to file

• The law was intended to tax all trusts with an Israeli beneficiary



Income Tax Treatment of Foreign Trusts

• Relative vs. Non-Relative Trusts

– Under the 2014 law, an Israeli Beneficiary Trust (IBT) is a trust under 

which all settlors are foreign residents, and there is at least one Israeli 

resident beneficiary

– An Israeli Beneficiary Trust (IBT) can be either a Relatives Trust or a 

Non-Relatives Trust. Being a Relatives Trust permits two choices of 

timing and rate of taxation.

– See flowchart on slide #21 at end of presentation



Income Tax Treatment of Foreign Trusts

• To determine if you have an Israeli Beneficiary Trust, you need 

to know if there is an “Israeli beneficiary” currently

• A beneficiary who is not entitled to distributions until after the 

death of a prior beneficiary (or the death of the grantor) is not 

considered a beneficiary until after the death occurs

– For example, in a common situation, U.S. husband establishes a trust 

under his will for his U.S. wife for her lifetime, after which his children 

(some of whom reside in Israel) are the remainder beneficiaries



Income Tax Treatment of Foreign Trusts

• The children are not considered “beneficiaries” while their 

mother is alive

• Therefore, the trust is not required to register or report until 60 

days after the mother’s death

• No Israeli tax is imposed on the trust income during the 

mother’s lifetime

• This allows some planning options while the mother is alive



Income Tax Treatment of Foreign Trusts

• A Relatives Trust must have two characteristics:

1. Settlor is still alive [note for this purpose, if the Settlor’s spouse survives the Settlor, 

and was married to the Settlor at the time the Settlor made contributions to the trust, 

then the trust may maintain its Relative Trust status for the remaining lifetime of the 

spouse]. Once there is no more living foreign Settlor [or spouse], the trust becomes 

a regular IBT (with different tax rates and timing). The ITA is considering by-laws to 

exclude the share of foreign beneficiaries, but they have not yet been issued. In 

practice, the advice is to take a reasonable approach as to appropriate allocation to 

foreign beneficiaries. The taxable portion for the Israeli beneficiary must be listed on 

the registration of the trust, and changes must be reported.

2. Settlor is closely related to Israeli resident beneficiary



Income Tax Treatment of Foreign Trusts

• A Non-Relatives Trust is subject to Israeli income tax (at 

regular rates of 25% for passive investment income and 

marginal rates from 15%-52% on other income) on worldwide 

income, on the portion allocable to the Israeli resident 

beneficiary



Income Tax Treatment of Foreign Trusts

• A Relatives Trust may elect to be taxed in one of 2 ways:

– Annual Tax Regime:  An annual tax at the rate of 25% is imposed on 

the trust level on the portion of the income allocated to Israeli resident 

beneficiaries. Subsequent trust distributions are not taxed to the 

beneficiary. In most cases, the annual tax regime makes sense, 

particularly for trust expected to make any distributions within the next 

15-20 years.



Income Tax Treatment of Foreign Trusts

• Deferred Tax Regime: No annual tax is imposed on the trusts.  

However, the Israeli resident beneficiary is taxed at the rate of 

30% upon distribution of trust income. The law presumes that 

distributions come first from income (except original capital 

contribution to trust).

– The law does not specify how to determine the allocation between 

Israeli and non-Israeli beneficiaries.



Income Tax Treatment of Foreign Trusts

• Usually the ITA will accept a reasonable allocation as long as 

the allocation is in fact followed in making distributions (for 

example, if the trust has five beneficiaries, one of whom is 

Israeli, income can be deemed 20% taxable; but if more 

distributions are made to the non-Israeli beneficiaries, maybe a 

smaller percentage will be taxable by Israel). 



Income Tax Treatment of Foreign Trusts

• 2016 Israeli Tax Authority Circular Guidance

– In August 2016, the Israel Tax Authority (“ITA”) issued a circular with 

some guidance on the application of this law

– The guidance confirmed that any U.S. tax paid on trust income will be 

applied as a tax credit against Israeli tax, regardless of whether the tax 

was paid by the Settlor, the trust, or the beneficiary



Income Tax Treatment of Foreign Trusts

• This is especially important for U.S. grantor trusts, where the grantor 
pays the U.S. income tax on trust income

• Matching U.S. tax payments to trust income for purposes of the 
credit will be much easier under the Annual Regime than under the 
Deferred Regime, because both countries will be imposing their tax 
on a current basis in the same year

• For most trusts paying U.S. tax, there will be little, if any, Israeli tax to 
be paid on the trust income; however, the reporting requirements still 
apply



Income Tax Treatment of Foreign Trusts

• A recent amendment to the 2014 law requires Israeli beneficiaries starting 

from age 25 to file annual income tax returns if the assets of the trust are 

valued at NIS 500,000 or more (assuming they are aware that they are 

beneficiaries), even in years that no distributions were made. 

• It is unclear what happens if the trust assets decrease in value below NIS 

500,000, due to market fluctuations or exchange rates, after the 

beneficiary has previously reported. In practice, since file already exists, 

reporting recommended.

• Filing Requirements



Income Tax Treatment of Foreign Trusts

• Notification of Trust Existence:

– Existing Trusts: by end of January 2014

• Query:  what is the rule for reporting if the trustee just learns of the need to file for an existing trust?

– New Trusts: within 60 days of creation

• Israeli Resident Beneficiary:

– After beneficiary reaches age 25

– Any Israeli resident beneficiary who receives a distribution

• Choice of Annual or Deferred Tax Regime

• Income Tax Returns

• Forms



Income Tax Treatment of Foreign Trusts

• Negotiated Arrangements with ITA

– Past [pre-2014] tax liabilities

– May be option for step-up on asset basis

– May initiate discussions on an anonymous basis

• Planning Recommendations

– Separate trusts for Israeli resident and non-resident beneficiaries will avoid 

issue of how much of trust income should be apportioned to Israeli 

beneficiaries

• In practice sub-accounts in investment or bank accounts can achieve the same result



Income Tax Treatment of Foreign Trusts

• Choice of Annual vs. Deferred Tax Regime

– Economically, it often is better to use the annual tax regime, filing 

similarly to the U.S. filing and taking the credits for U.S. tax as it is paid

– The crossover point when it is economically better to choose deferred 

taxation at a higher rate can be as much as 17-20 years

– Although annual tax returns are not required for the deferred tax 

regime, the Israeli accountant will need to prepare an ongoing internal 

schedule of all income and taxes paid, to claim the future credit when 

distributions are ultimately made



Income Tax Treatment of Foreign Trusts

• Open Issues

• Enforcement of law against foreign trustees

– Will any (civil or criminal) penalties be asserted against a trustee who 

does not comply with filing/payment requirements?

– How will this be enforced against foreign trustees? 

• Israel puts the initial responsibility on the U.S. trustee. However, it can impose 

severe penalties/tax rates for Israeli beneficiaries

• Increased U.S.-Israel cooperation in sharing financial and tax information



10-Year Tax Holiday

• 10-year tax holiday is available to new Israeli residents (“olim chadashim”) and to returning 

residents who lived at least 10 years outside of Israel

• Any income from assets held prior to immigrating to Israel is tax exempt and not reportable

• The exemption is relevant to IBT's, which are exempt from paying tax and reporting trust 

income during the 10-year exemption period

• In many cases registration of the trust during the 10-year period is recommended, even 

though the trust is exempt from taxes and reporting

• Sometimes there are planning opportunities during the 10-year period

• Any beneficiary is also not required to report his status during the 10-year holiday





Registration of Trusts in Israel – Forms 
and Required Information

Form Purpose Relevant for *, ** Documentation 

152 Registration form All IBT’s Trust agreement, death  certificate of Grantor (if applicable), 

copy of Trustee’s passport, Trust company certificate of 

incorporation and registration number, copy of Grantor’s 

passport, copy of Beneficiaries’ Israeli ID

147 Registration form All IBT’s

151 Annual Trust information All IBT’s List of Trust assets at  book value, list of  distributions to 

beneficiaries

141 Notice of Irrevocable trust Irrevocable trusts

143 Notice: Foreign Beneficiary Trust FBT’s – Israeli grantor

144 Election of Grantor/Beneficiary as  tax 

representative
Some IBT’s

148 Notice: Choice of allocation of taxable 

income to Grantor or to Beneficiary

Some IBT’s Trustee must still register trust, but in some cases, can choose 

to have Grantor or Beneficiary pay tax

153 Notice of Underlying Holding Co. IBT’s with Underlying Co. For each company: certificate of incorporation

154 Relatives trust: Election of tax route Relatives Trust
*IBT – Israeli Beneficiary Trust

**FBT – Foreign Beneficiary Trust



Reporting Trust Taxes in Israel

Form Purpose Signed by Information

1327 Annual Trust tax return Israeli CPA

1324 Schedule D – Foreign Income and 

foreign tax credits

Israeli CPA • For Trust – 1041 or equivalent schedule.

• K1’s if applicable.

• 1040’s - If  any trust income is taxable on 1040’s of the 

Grantor and/or Beneficiaries, to claim a tax credit for taxes 

paid in the US.

151 Annual Trust information US Trustees • Annual list of additions to trust assets.  

• Annual list of distributions to beneficiaries (all principal and 

income distributions, not just income distributions).
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Goals of Presentation

• Given the penalty potential, and the lack of 
Statute of Limitations on Foreign Reporting, to 
highlight the common forms and related 
penalties.

• Answer the question - What do I do if I didn’t 
report foreign activity? 

• Clarifying Passive Foreign Investment 
Company (“PFIC”) and Controlled Foreign 
Corporations (“CFC”)
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Statute of Limitations
6501(c)(8)  Failure to notify Secretary of certain foreign transfers.

(A)  In general. In the case of any information which is required to be reported to the 
Secretary pursuant to an election under section 1295(b) [Form 8621, QEF Election] or 
under section 1298(f) [PFIC Form 8621], 6038 [Foreign Corporations Forms 5471] , 
6038A [Foreign Corporations From 5472]  , 6038B [Form 926], 6038D [Form 8938] , 
6046 [Form 5471] , 6046A [Form 8865 Foreign Partnerships] , or 6048 [Form 3520, 
Foreign Trusts], the time for assessment of any tax imposed by this title with respect to 
any tax return, event, or period to which such information relates shall not expire 
before the date which is 3 years after the date on which the Secretary is furnished 
the information required to be reported under such section.

(B)  Application to failures due to reasonable cause. If the failure to furnish the 
information referred to in subparagraph (A) is due to reasonable cause and not willful 
neglect, subparagraph (A) shall apply only to the item or items related to such failure 
[i.e., penalties].
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• Form 114 (FBAR) (Formerly TDF 90-22.1)

– “Applies to U.S. persons” which includes:

• US Citizens

• Greencard holders

• Resident aliens

• Trusts and Estates

• All domestic entities

– Due date of return including extensions

– Applies if combined foreign accounts equal or exceed $10,000 (includes signature authority)

– Report maximum value of each foreign financial account

– Reportable assets:

• Foreign financial accounts (deposit and custodial accounts)

• Accounts held in a foreign branch of a U.S. financial institution

• Foreign financial accounts that you have signature authority over

• Foreign brokerage accounts and foreign mutual funds

• Foreign retirement accounts

• CSV foreign life insurance

Common Foreign Tax Forms
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• Form 8938, Foreign Financial Assets

– Applies to “specified individuals” 

• U.S. citizens (including Greencard holders) and resident aliens, 

– Part of your tax return

– Applies if combined foreign “Specified Foreign Financial Assets”  exceeds:

• Unmarried - $50,000 on the last day of the tax year or more than $75,000 at any time during the tax year. 

– If living outside the US, the thresholds are $200,000 and $300,000

• Married - $100,000 on the last day of the tax year or more than $150,000 at any time during the tax year. 

– If living outside the US, the threshold is $400,000 and $600,000

– Report year end balances

– Reportable assets:

• Foreign financial accounts (deposit and custodial accounts)

• Foreign brokerage accounts and foreign mutual funds

• Foreign stocks or securities

• Foreign partnerships

• Foreign corporations

• Foreign mutual funds

• CSV foreign life insurance

• Foreign hedge funds and foreign private equity funds

• Foreign retirement accounts

• What is NOT reportable

– Real estate (unless owned through a corporation)

– Foreign currency held dire tly

– Foreign personal property (e.g., art, jewelry, cars, collectibles)

Common Foreign Tax Forms
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• Form 5471, Information Return of U.S. Persons With Respect  to Certain Foreign 
Corporations – Apples to: 

• Officer or director in which a “US person” “has acquired” 10%, or an additional 10%

• US person who acquires, when added to current holdings, 10%, or disposes of stock 
bringing ownership < 10%.

• Own > 50%

• Own stock in a CFC

• Where, but for this subsection, two or more United States persons would be 
required to furnish information under subsection (a) with respect to the same 
foreign business entity for the same period, the Secretary may by regulations 
provide that such information shall be required only from one person.(Sec 6038(d))

• Form 5472, Information Return of a 25% Foreign-Owned U.S. Corporation or a Foreign 
Corporation Engaged in a U.S. Trade or Business

– Applies to foreign owned US corporations

– Must file if you had a “reportable transaction”

• Almost any financial interaction with a foreign corporation (e.g., sales, loans, 
interest paid or received)

Common Foreign Tax Forms
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• Form 8621, Passive Foreign Investment Companies (“PFICs”)

• Form 8865, Return of U.S. Persons With Respect to Certain Foreign Partnerships

• Own > 50% (Category 1)

• U.S. person who at any time during the tax year of the foreign partnership owned a 10% or 
greater interest in the partnership while the partnership was controlled by U.S. persons each 
owning at least a 10% interest. (Category 2)

• U.S. person contributed property and owned > 10%, or the value was > $100,000 (Look at the K-
1 footnotes) (Category 3)

• U.S. person had a reportable event under IRC Sec 6046A (Category 4)

• Form 3520, Annual Return To Report Transactions With Foreign Trusts and Receipt of Certain Foreign 
Gifts

– You own any part of a foreign trust, 

– Made a transfer to a foreign trust

– Receive distributions form a foreign trust (e.g., income beneficiary)

– You received a gift from a foreign person of more than $100,000

• Form 926, Transfers of Property to Foreign Corporations

– Transfer that results in a 10% ownership interest

– > $100,000

– Applies to partners, not partnerships

Common Foreign Tax Forms
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• Form 8233, Exemption from Withholding for Services of NRA

– In general, section 1441 requires 30% income tax withholding on compensation for 
independent personal services 

– Use Form 8233 to claim treaty benefit resulting in lower withhold

• W-8BEN, Certificate of Foreign Status of Beneficial Owner for United States Tax Withholding and 
Reporting (Individuals)

– To be provided by NRA to withholding agent if you have income subject to withholding

▪ Form 1040NR, Nonresident Alien Income Tax Return

▪ Statutory rates:

▪ Effectively connected to US trade or business – graduated rates

▪ Real property – Can make election to treat as a trade or business

▪ Fixed, determinable, annual, period (FDAPI) taxed at 30%

▪ Rule #1 – LOOK AT TREATY

▪ Fill out Form 8833, Treaty Based Return Position Disclosure

Common Foreign Tax Forms
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• Form 114 (FBAR)

– Non-willful –

• Maximum $10,000/violation (civil), or

• Streamline Procedures

– Willful (Government must show taxpayer’s action amounted to a “voluntary, 
intentional, violation of a known legal duty”. A showing that taxpayer acted with 
“careless disregard” is not adequate (Pomponio, 38 AFTR 2d 76-5905))–

• 50% of the value of the account (Per IRS 11.29.18 release)

• Form 8938, Foreign Financial Assets 

– $10,000, plus additional $10K for each 30 days after receiving a notice of failure to 
file. Maximum $50,000

• Form 5471, Foreign Corporations Acquired & Owned by U.S. Persons –

– $10,000, plus additional $10K for each 30 days after receiving a notice of failure to 
file. Maximum $50,000.

• Form 5472, 25% Foreign-Owned U.S. Corp -

– $10,000, plus additional $10K for each 30 days after receiving a notice of failure to 
file. Maximum $50,000.

Penalties
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Penalties

• Form 8621, Passive Foreign Investment Companies (“PFICs”) – None (But 
Regulations coordinate with Form 8938)

• Form 8865, Foreign Partnerships –

– Category 1 & 2 (>50% US control), $10,000; 

– Category 3 (contributed property and owned 10% or more), 10% of FMV 
of contribution; 

– Category 4 (US person with reportable event), $10,000

• Form 3520, Foreign Trusts & Gifts –

– Greater of $10,000 or 35% (5% in some cases) of gross reportable amount

• Form 926, Transfers of Property to Foreign Corporations –

– 10% of FMV of property not to exceed $100,000
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What if I didn’t file FBARs or Foreign Disclosures?
• What are my options?

– Do nothing, but do it right going forward.
• Risky
• How many years are we talking about?

– Just file the past-due forms and do it right going forward  (aka, “Quiet Disclosure”)
• Risky but if non-willful the math may work (e.g., two past due returns maximum penalty 

$20,000, versus 5% US Resident Streamline penalty which may easily exceed that amount).
• Make sure no other foreign forms were required

– Streamlined application (only if non-Willful)
• 5% penalty (US Residents only) plus tax and interest
• Three years amended returns
• Six years FBARs
• Form 14654 (Residing in US); Form 14653 (Not Residing in US)

– Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Program (OVDP) –
• Willful
• Avoids criminal charges
• Six years returns (Per IRS 11.29.18 releasee)
• 75% “fraud” penalty on the amount of Tax due (for the highest year only) (Per IRS 11.29.18 

releasee)
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Takeaways

▪ Rule 1 - When in doubt, disclose!

• There are no taxes associated with these forms, only 
penalties.

• Rule 2 – What if I didn’t disclose in the past?

• Develop a game plan to come current and stay current 
going forward.

• Best to consult with a foreign tax attorney who 
specializes in this area to decide on the best strategy 
because possible criminal action by government.
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Passive Foreign Investment 
Companies (PFICs), and

Controlled Foreign Corporations
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PFIC’s
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PFIC’S 101
• What is a PFIC?

– Technical definition (IRC §1297)
• Foreign corporation where either

– (1) 75 percent or more of the gross income of such 
corporation for the taxable year is “passive income”, 
or

– (2) the average percentage of assets held by such 
corporation during the taxable year which produce 
passive income or which are held for the production 
of passive income is at least 50 percent.

• Passive Income for purposes of PFIC (IRC §954(c))
– Dividends, interest, royalties, rents, and annuities 

(the usual suspects)
– Commodities, foreign currency transactions, 

notional contracts (you get the idea)
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PFIC’S 101

• When do you come across PFICs?

– Real world PFICs
• Foreign mutual fund owned in a foreign brokerage 

account 

• Foreign retirement plans (Electing RRSPs are exempt but 
must file Form 8891)

• Hedge Fund K-1s (often)

• New US citizens or residents (often)

• ASK THE CLIENT!
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PFIC’S 101

• Rules applicable to all PFICs

– First rule – Don’t do it!

• (The rest is commentary)
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PFIC’S 101

• Rules applicable to all PFICs

– Second rule – Are dividends “qualified dividends”?

• “Forget about it!”
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Thank You!
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